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J. Paul Lomio is Lecturer in Law and Director of the Robert Crown Law Library at Stanford Law School. Henrik S. Spang-Hanssen is a Danish Supreme Court Attorney-at-law and senior researcher with Danish and U.S. law master degrees. George D. Wilson is Reference Librarian at Stanford Law School. He is a member of the bars of California, Colorado, the District of Columbia and Maryland. All have taught university courses on legal research methods.

Legal Research Methods in a Modern World: A Coursebook is a revised and expanded edition of Legal Research Methods in the U.S. and Europe, 2. edition. With the inclusion of chapters on China, Russia, England, and on researching foreign law generally, the title has been changed to reflect the broader scope. It is intended to be used as a coursebook for several alternative courses on legal research. As for American legal research, it explains the impacts and effects of the major changes and developments that have occurred very recently, including the introduction of Bloomberg Law, WestlawNext and the revolutionary Law.gov movement.

This work may be regarded as a 'must buy' for all tertiary level law library collections in whichever legal system they may be situated.

Mary Rose Russell, Teaches three legal methods courses in New Zealand

This book covers the subject of legal research methods in the U.S. and Europe in a depth and detail not found in other works. It could be used as a treatise on the subject or a textbook for a foreign and international legal research class. One specific strength of the book is its coverage of researching European Union legal research. It covers this subject in a level of detail not found in other works on the subject. This work digs deeply into EU legal research. I highly recommend this title to any professor or student of foreign and international legal research, E.U. and for any law library collection.

Lee F Peoples, Professor of Law Library Science & Associate Director of Oklahoma City University Law Library

The internationalization of legal matters increases the need for lawyers to be able to orientate themselves with foreign legal systems. This useful book contributes to help lawyers in doing that. The authors have a good understanding of the different legal cultures. The book is well-written and instructive. It can be recommended to anyone who has a need to be instructed in foreign legal systems.

Peter Blume, dr. juris, Professor at University of Copenhagen

This book will enable law students and lawyers from opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean to speak each other's legal research language, a good first step for successful international collaboration and understanding.

2003-2004 UN High Commissioner for Human Right, dr. juris & holder of the prestigious Diploma in International Law of the Hague Academy of International Law professor of law at European universities, Bertrand Ramcharan